Chem 20 Unit C  Solutions, Acids and Bases

Dr. Martyn Poliakoff
Proudly Presents:
http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

The Periodic Table
Movie of the Day!!!
Classifying Solutions
Oct 38:28 PM

Oct 191:38 PM

POS Checklist:
recall the categories of pure substances and
mixtures and explain the nature of homogeneous
mixtures.

what do

you

?

know about

solutions

Question: What is a solution?

provide examples from living and nonliving
systems that illustrate how dissolving substances in
water is often a prerequisite for chemical change.

http://
www.youtube.co
m/watch?
v=lTC2Ihnsrf0

Oct 38:36 PM

Oct 38:42 PM

The Amazing

Carnac!
"List any five solutions you
can think of and I'll tell you
one thing they all have in
common!"

Definition of a Solution:
They all
have water
in them!

A solution is a mixture of two or more
substances which appear as one
substance.
ex) KoolAid

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

ex) Bronze (copper + tin)

ex) air

What do these things have in common?

Oct 38:43 PM

Oct 38:47 PM

1

Both the solvent and solute can be a
solid, liquid or gas, but most often, the
solvent is a liquid, and the solute is a
solid.

Solutions are made up of two general parts:
Solvent: that which does the dissolving.
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ex) turpentine

gasoline

water

Solute: that which is dissolved.

=
sugar in soft drinks

Oct 38:54 PM

Water: the Universal Solvent

Oct 191:57 PM

Often, before a chemical reaction can even take place,
the solutes have to be dissolved in water.

Water is called the universal solvent because
it can dissolve more solutes than any other
known substance in the universe!

+

Life as we know it is dependent on this
property of water!
i.e. nutrients, minerals, etc can dissolve in
water to make up our blood stream.

solid sodium
bicarbonate

=

aqueous acetic acid

However, this can also pose environmental
problems...

+

good times

=

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PR2C57Oe7a4
solid acetic acid

Solutions dissolved in water are so common they
are given their own state: (aq) or aqueous.

solid sodium
bicarbonate

no reaction

Oct 38:59 PM

Oct 192:44 PM

Other forms of matter...
Solutions are just one group in the many different
forms of matter...we also have:

Classifying Matter:
One of the things that scientists like LD do is to classify things into groups.

We are going to arrange the following terms into a hierarchy of matter.

Matter

Compounds 

Mixtures

Pure Substances

Elements 

Elements

Homogeneous Mixtures 

Compounds

Heterogeneous mixtures
suspension

Homogeneous mixtures

solution

Heterogeneous Mixtures 

Oct 39:02 PM

Oct 38:40 PM

2

Properties of Solutions
made up of two or more substances, but we can't
distinguish the individual components

+

=

(i.e. all solutions are homogeneous mixtures)

 are clear/transparent
light can pass through the solution, i.e. you can see
through the solution.

ex. Substances that
are clear and colorless:
 tap water
 7UP
 perfumes

Clear and colored:
apple juice
urine
gobos

Oct 39:08 PM

Oct 39:15 PM

 may or may not be conductive
Substances which are opaque (block light) or
translucent (block some of the light) are not
solutions because they have large undissolved
particles which block or scatter the light waves.

Substances which are
opaque/translucent:

Solutions that conduct electricity are called
electrolytes. These solutions contain ions that can
carry a charge.
Conductivity can be tested using a simple
apparatus:

 milk
 stained glass

http://cwx.prenhall.com/petrucci/medialib/media_portfolio/text_images/
015_ELECTANDNON.MOV

Oct 39:18 PM

Oct 39:19 PM

Reading: Explaining Solutions:
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Oct 191:17 PM
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